K3Ag(CN)4 is isomorphous to K3Cu(CN)4. The only paper concerning the structure of this material was published 1956 by Staritzky and Ellinger c . In analogy to their work on K3Cu(CN)4 they report the space group R 32 ( = D3 7 ). However, there seems to be no doubt that also K3Ag(CN)4 belongs to the space group R 3 c ( = C 6 sr). Factor group analysis in the way reported by Behringer ' leads to Table I when 
Experimental Results
The phonon spectrum of K3Cu(CN)4 has previously been studied by Poulet and Mathieu 10 and Claus u . Because of strong damping most of the Raman lines have great half band widths and thus especially in the low frequency region it was impos-sible to resolve all Raman lines at room temperature.
Therefore in the present work the material has been studied also at 82 K and 6 K. Figure 1 shows the phonons of A^type in the lower frequency region recorded using the scattering geometry x (zz)y. The scattering triangles kj == fcs + fc were restricted to lie parallel to the optically isotropic plane (xy). k\ and ks denote the wave vectors of the incident and scattered photons, respectively. The frequencies therefore are those of exactly transversal phonons. Figure 2 shows the corresponding spectra of E-type Scattering due to the non diagonal elements of the Raman tensor on the other hand allows the identification of two strong phonons of E-type at 2085 and 2080 cm -1 and again two weak modes at 2053 and 2040 cm -1 . Extensive investigations by Nitsch and Claus 12 unambigously showed that the four weak phonons are caused by vibrations of the isotopes 13 C and 15 N against their neighbours 14 N and 12 C, respectively. The strong phonons on the other hand are fundamentals. From the general polariton theory 13 follows that the directional dispersion of extraordinary phonons is given by
Herein 0 denotes the angle between the phonon wave vector and the optic axis. £|| (co) and £j_ (co)
are the frequency dependent dielectric constants for directions parallel and perpendicular to the optic axis, respectively. Explicitely these are given by and eil(oj)
where en^ and £ilOC are the corresponding dielectric The principle of the experiment can be seen from (5) the wave vector is given to the right, (9 = 0 corresponding to k z and 0 = 90 to fclz. For decreasing & from rr/2 to 0 the Ax (TO) -phonon does hardly show any frequency shift. The E-phonon at 2085 on the other hand is shifted to 2080 cm -1 for 0 = 0 which obviously corresponds to an E(TO)-phonon. The Ax (TO)-phonon at 2074 cm"" 1 corres-/?TH( oj ? a ) = pondingly is shifted to 2077 cm -1 and will here be longitudinal of type At because k z. The relations (2) and (3) require that the lowest frequency phonon will be transversal whereas the highest frequency phonon of the group necessarily has to be an LO-mode. Furthermore for both and E-modes the phonon sequence for increasing wave numbers has to be TO, LO, TO, LO etc. because between two Equation (4) 
This wave couples with the optical phonons propagating in z-direction. According to Eq. (7) experiments have been carried out in the same way as indicated in Figure 5 . Only the optic axis (2) was parallel to the surface and kx .
We finally report some results concerning K3Ag(CN)4 . The low and high frequency phonon spectra are shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The material is isomorphous to K3Cu(CN)4 belonging to the space group R 3 c ( = Csv 6 ). In contrast to this material K3Ag(CN)4 is extremely sensitive to temperature gradients and the atmosphere. This prevented detailed investigations as directional dispersion Polar Phonon in K3Cu(CN)4 and K3Ag(CN)4 measurements. The results may, however, support the interpretation of the phonon spectra of K3CU(CN)4 . Especially it should be pointed out that also in this material modes originating from isotopic impurities due to 13 Wave number Assignment Wave number Assignment
